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EX-GUARDPROMO

SAVE ON GUARDS FROM EX-GUARD

www.visiontruckgroup.com

LT-325 XG-150  |   |  L I G H T  D U T Y E X T R E M E  D U T Y

The LT-325 guard offers entry-level bumper protection. It’s ideal

for the small impacts of city driving. For increased coverage and

larger collisions, the XG-150 is a perfect 

choice. 

Both guards are constructed with high-tensile steel; covered with

the exclusive, durable Ex-Guard® PVC maintenance-free coating.

2 5  D E S I G N  C O V E R A G E

 SINGLE HAND LATCH RELEASE

5 0  D E S I G N  C O V E R A G E

 DUAL CAM LATCH RELEASE

LT-325 is the solution for the weight-conscious fleet. As proven by Mesilla

Valley Transportation Solutions, this Ex-Guard costs $0 in fuel! Fleets also

choose the LT-325 for its single-hand latch release that allows quick under-

the-hood access. This entry-level guard is perfect for mitigating the damage

of traffic, deer, and small animals. LT-325 has proven its worth by protecting

radiators, bumpers, and collision-mitigation systems. 

The LT-325 is our lightweight solution weighing ONLY 90 LBS!

If you are a fleet who has suffered from unsustainable downtime and

wants to eliminate it permanently, then this Ex-Guard is your solution.

The substantial coverage and superior durability offered by the XG- 150

reveals its ROI with every impact. Most recently, RST Riverside

Transportation endured a moose hit at 70 MPH but experienced no

downtime! XG-150 front-end protection is guaranteed to keep you

trucking by protecting your entire front-end from the collision-mitigation

system to the hood.

This Extreme duty Ex-Guard weighs in at ONLY 210 LBS!

THE PROTECTION YOU DESERVE. 

Contact your local Representative

to get your fleet’s ROI

$1,080.00 $2,019.00

bracket kits $505 bracket kits $505

*RST Riverside Transportation - Pictures Available By Request

https://ex-guard.com/

